Doctoral Consortium Chairs:
Panos Constantopoulos, Athens University of Economics and Business, Greece.
Nicolas Spyratos, Université de Paris-Sud, France.

Doctoral Consortium Presentations:
1. "XML Retrieval for Digital Archives" by Junte Zhang
2. "Exploratory Web Searching with Dynamic Taxonomies, Results Clustering and Visualization" by Panagiotis Papadakos
3. "Seeking Information in Hybrid Collections: Exploring a new approach" by Spyros Veronikis
5. "User Interface Patterns for Digital Libraries" by Rike Brecht
8. "Investigating and Assisting Interactive Document Triage in Electronic Environments" by Fernando Loizides.
9. "Unravelling the Dynamics of Digital Library Community: A Social Network Analysis Approach" by Monica Sharma
10. "A Query Language for Digital Libraries" by Jitao Yang
11. "Optimal Support for Information Seeking Strategies by Adapting the User Interface" by Matthias Jordan.
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